This executive report summarizes analysis from a roundtable with four leading economists and finance experts convened by the CALIFORNIA ASSOCIATION OF REALTORS® in September 2013. This report is the second installment of C.A.R.’s 2013 Roundtable Series, which brings together thought leaders for substantive conversations, and on this occasion, participants addressed the most pressing economic and regulatory issues facing the industry.

We were gratified to have such distinguished discussants join C.A.R. CEO Joel Singer for this event. Special thanks to Janice Eberly, Edward Leamer, David Min, and Richard Green for sharing their invaluable expertise with the membership of C.A.R.

Led by Singer, the wide-ranging conversation covered market conditions, the financial recovery, mortgage finance, the regulatory environment, and housing policy. Actively pursuing such dialogues in order to elevate the best of industry thinking is reflective of C.A.R.’s commitment to promoting the highest standard in real estate. The conversation also fulfills the goals of C.A.R.’s new Thought Leadership program, which advances intellectual engagement to maintain C.A.R.’s position as a leading housing organization.
Housing finance’s future under the 30-year mortgage may be a function of politics rather than economics, as the sway of voters may suggest the 30-year fixed-rate mortgage is a product that’s here to stay. The political pressure and conventional wisdom after decades of familiarity support the tenability of the 30-year mortgage. The country’s mentality about the mortgage market may be informed by voters’ short memories, with the 2008-2009 downturn being forgotten in the course of a few years.

A great deal of uncertainty remains about the future of America’s housing finance system, and this lack of certainty about the government’s role has impacted credit availability and access to low interest rates. As the American public and its political leaders consider various legislative proposals, Americans must consider the value of a consumer-friendly loan, and by extension, the government backstop it requires. Discussions about finance reform thus far have struggled to differentiate the government’s role with respect to a backstop versus a subsidy, as a government role has been necessary to prevent onerous mortgage terms from the pre-New Deal era.

While the country is indeed experiencing a housing recovery in terms of price and volume of building, housing starts are way below normal. The lack of a solid economic recovery has hindered household formation, which came to a crashing halt around 2007. Overall, there are about 3 million missing households.
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BACKGROUND

The CALIFORNIA ASSOCIATION OF REALTORS® (C.A.R.) is a statewide trade association dedicated to the advancement of professionalism in real estate. C.A.R. celebrated its centennial anniversary in 2005. The Association works in conjunction with 120 local associations of REALTORS® throughout the state, as well as with the NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF REALTORS®. Serving nearly 160,000 members statewide, C.A.R. provides a wide array of products and services to meet its diverse member needs. Additional background on C.A.R. and its services can be found at car.org
The financial crisis, the recession, and the critical policy decisions that followed these disastrous events unfolded just five years ago when Lehman Brothers Holdings Inc. filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy protection on September 15, 2008, thereby marking the biggest bankruptcy in U.S. history. While the circumstances leading up to the collapse of Lehman Brothers didn’t happen overnight, its seismic failure is widely considered to be the trigger prompting the country’s financial crisis, as it greatly exacerbated the downward spiral of the economy. Lehman Brothers – and soon thereafter, insurance giant American International Group (AIG) – were among the falling dominoes in a string of events fueled by toxic mortgages, low interest rates, easy credit, and regulatory issues. All of which contributed to the inevitable burst of the housing bubble.
The passing of five years has afforded the CALIFORNIA ASSOCIATION OF REALTORS® roundtable participants perspective on the unraveling of the financial system and the economy. As panelists sat down with C.A.R. CEO Joel Singer, they were presented an opportunity to reflect upon the long-anticipated “Great Recovery” as the wounds of the financial crisis continue to heal.

Singer asked the panelists to consider where the economy is headed in the next two to three years by examining the current strength of the market, as well as the extent to which the country has weathered the perfect storm that tested the political-economic force of the financial system. To frame the discussion on the recovery, Singer began by positing that from a price appreciation standpoint, California has served as a particularly intriguing market because, in the past nine months, it’s been one of the quickest moving markets in his 35 years as a market observer. Panelists contextualized Singer’s comments by examining current market conditions through a broader understanding of the U.S. economy, and the recovery’s current growth trends.

Edward Leamer remarked that the story of the U.S. economy is that there has not been a recovery at all. He bases this conclusion on the fact that the economy has not grown rapidly enough to put people back to work—stating the country is 11 or 12 percent below normal as far as employment figures are concerned. Leamer essentially posited that the so-called “Great Recovery” has failed to materialize, or else payrolls would grow monthly by at least 250,000.

The UCLA professor blamed the insufficiency of the recovery on two important shifts shaping the U.S. economy that could spell trouble for the housing industry:

“We have two structural adjustments that the U.S. economy is going through. One is from a spending society to a saving society, and we’ve hardly made any progress with regard to that. In fact, Uncle Sam has taken us in the wrong direction as far as the need for much greater savings in this country. But the other transition is from an industrial to a post-industrial world in which high school graduates don’t have a whole lot to do because the jobs in manufacturing are not there. We’re not going to have a recovery because we have too many essentially unemployable people whose productivity is so low that they can’t get any kind of decent wages.”

Leamer’s comments come on the heels of the most recent UCLA Anderson Forecast, which indicates the U.S. economy is underperforming, and has just barely managed to keep ahead of population growth. Leamer is director of the quarterly forecast that is widely followed for its ability to accurately capture economic conditions. Specific to California, the forecast notes that the state’s unemployment was 8.7 percent in July (the latest statistics available), and that percentage is expected to fall to an average of 7.9 percent next year and 6.9 percent in 2015.

The latest results of the Anderson Forecast and Leamer’s remarks suggest California, in particular, is experiencing a bifurcated recovery, with inland California’s performance falling far below that of tech-oriented coastal cities. As a result, the recovery will not be felt evenly, with a split along socioeconomic classes.

“I think this recovery really does look quite different than previous ones because the nature of the downturn was quite different, not only in its depth and how long it lasted, but also in what was driving it.” — JANICE EBERLY
Following Leamer’s comments, Janice Eberly stated, “I think this recovery really does look quite different than previous ones because the nature of the downturn was quite different, not only in its depth and how long it lasted, but also in what was driving it.”

The depth of the downturn described by Eberly is evident in the latest annual report from the Census Bureau on incomes and poverty. Alarmingly, the median American household income was $51,017 in 2012; in 1989 it was $51,681 in current dollars. This means 24 years ago, a middle class family was earning more than a middle class family in 2012. This represents a lost decade of economic gains.

To tie discussion on the recovery to housing, USC economist Richard Green turned from a macroeconomic outlook to consideration of the dynamics and interplay of the business cycle and housing cycles. For example, the ways in which housing not only is an accurate presage of oncoming recessions but also how business cycles have allowed housing to lead the rest of a recovery. Green sought clarification about Leamer’s aforementioned statements on the recovery in the context of a widely cited report Leamer wrote asserting the housing cycle is the business cycle, an excerpt of which can be read here:

“Housing is the most important sector in our economic recessions, and any attempt to control the business cycle needs to focus especially on residential investment. But housing presents a special control problem because monetary policy affects mostly the timing of the building but not the total building. After a surge of building there has to be a time-out before building can get back to normal and before this channel through which monetary policy affects the real economy is operative again. The Fed can stimulate now, or later, but not both.”

Green queried how the current economic recovery has conformed (or not) to the housing cycle leading the business cycle, as articulated by Leamer’s report. The UCLA economist pointed out that, normally, the downturn in housing begins three or four quarters before the official recession, and then after three or four quarters of a recession period, there typically is a housing turnaround. He stated, “It’s the first element in GDP to really turn around.”

So what’s different with the most recent recession and recovery? Leamer stated that there were two years of downturn before the official recession hit, and that housing has simply been late in fully turning the corner. In Leamer’s estimation, the turnaround was early but long in scope due to financing, and
the need to reform a preponderance of bad debt in the housing market. He explained:

“You had unusual subprime loans that were issued to individuals who really didn’t believe in those and didn’t belong in those units. They couldn’t really afford them. They afforded them with the teaser rates. But when the reality came at the end of the first two years, and the interest rates were elevating, and they couldn’t refinance, that was the end of that market. So that's what produced a real early turnaround. And then you just have to wait, wait, wait until you get household formation.”

The importance of household formation served as the basis for the panelists to move the discussion of the economic recovery to the recovery of the housing market in particular.

A. The Recovery and Housing

The panelists’ macroeconomic look at the structural underpinnings of the recovery provided ample background to delve into what the state of the economy means for the housing market and the future prospects of the industry.

The strength of the housing market amidst the economic conditions described by the panelists is certainly a cause for concern since without job formation it follows there will be a lack of strong household formation. To address points made by Singer, Leamer acknowledged that the country is indeed experiencing a housing recovery in terms of price and volume of building, but he noted, “We’re way below normal still. Normal housing starts are 1.5 million units, and we’re just getting near a million, meaning that we’re still under-building. To get strong, really strong, building and a really strong housing market, we need a real recovery in this country. And [the Anderson Forecast’s] take on that is we’re not going to have it this time.”

Leamer added, “The real story, from my perspective, for the housing market is that normal household formation came to a crashing halt around 2007. And it’s been very flat ever since then. So we have about 3 million missing households.”

Eberly pointed to the unemployment rate among younger Americans as a key factor attributable to the dearth of households. She noted that the jobless rate for those in their 20s is still around 13 percent, which is almost twice the national average. Eberly emphasized the need for improved job conditions to encourage the rate of household formation for Millennials, commenting, “They need both more income and a stronger labor market to get them to form new households and to even begin to think about homeownership.”

“The real story, from my perspective, for the housing market is that normal household formation came to a crashing halt around 2007. And it’s been very flat ever since then. So we have about 3 million missing households.” — EDWARD LEAMER
However, by drawing a comparison to the auto industry, Eberly cautioned that even with an improved job market, the housing industry should not necessarily expect Millennial buying patterns to adhere to those of previous generations. She noted:

“Among those with a stronger job market, even among those who have jobs, you see lower rates of household formation and homeownership. So one thing to think about even beyond a crisis is whether there’s a different set of buying patterns among younger people—the Millennials. Will they move into homeownership in the same way that previous generations did? And the automakers get this on a higher frequency than the housing industry. They’ve been really worried about young people, as they’re not even getting driver’s licenses in some areas. So the auto market, which is also an intra-sensitive area, has picked up. But the buying patterns among young people are quite different than their predecessors. It’ll be interesting and a challenge to see how that plays out in housing as well.”

David Min expounded upon Eberly’s comments on the future buying patterns of younger Americans by pointing out that despite the far-reaching impacts of the recession, young people still have very positive associations with homeownership, according to a variety of noteworthy survey results. In terms of characterizing the overall housing market, Min posited the following:

“I think that we’re probably in the phase of what is going to be a long, extended, stagnant recovery. Given the macroeconomic struggles that we have, combined with the large debt overhang, as well as the large housing overhang, I think that despite the lack of construction of new units, there’s a lot of shadow inventory out there—both what has been formally described as shadow inventory, as well as the people who have just been sitting on the sidelines for five years willing to sell at the moment they see a price increase. I think this last year and a half was a bit of an aberration. I would be surprised to see any extended price increase [...] but that’s sort of an anecdotal set of observations.”

Green concurred with Min on rising prices, stating that he does not believe they will continue to rise, calling the rate unsustainable. Green also spoke at length about the broader implications of rising prices with respect to inventory and the overall market:

“One thing that actually surprises me is that we haven’t seen more people putting their houses on the market because prices have gone up enough in a lot of places that you’ve had a big reduction in the share of people who are upside down on their loans. There are two reasons for that. One is the fact that house prices have gone up. And the
second is that when people were allowed to take advantage of Home Affordable Refinance Program (HARP) to refinance, a good number of them converted their 30-year mortgages into 15-year mortgages because basically the payment was the same [...] So we’ve had a material number of people who’ve been paying down their debt much more rapidly than before.”

As for the future of prices, Green said, “I think we’ve pretty much hit the peak. That doesn’t mean I think prices will fall. I just don’t see how they can go up a whole lot more from here.” Green explained his rationale by discussing the inflationary rate and the pressure on rental prices:

“Look at what it costs you to rent a unit, and look at what it costs you to buy a unit, compare costs, and ask yourself how much inflation do you need every year in rents or values in order for that to be an even tradeoff. The number’s about 5 percent now, whereas a year ago, you didn’t even have to have any inflation. In fact, rents could go down a little bit, and you still were ahead by owning. So the question is: Do you believe that 5 percent growth in rents and values is sustainable in a housing market? Well, if we were in a 6 or 7 percent inflationary environment, then sure. But if we’re really in a 2 percent inflationary environment, I don’t believe real rents and real house prices, even in California, go up 3 percent a year. Beyond that, I’m having cognitive dissonance with the vacancy rates on the rental side in California [because they] are extraordinarily low. If you look at the 50 largest metropolitan areas in the country, seven of the 10 lowest vacancy rates are in California. So that says rent should go up, right? We’re below the natural vacancy rate, so that should be pushing rents. This suggests it may be sustainable to buy. But on the other hand, if you look at the share of income people are spending on rents, it is so high that you can’t tell a story where landlords could push rents and still have people able to make the rental payment every month.”

Green’s comments on housing affordability touch on concerns about the health of the recovery and the skewed distribution of benefits that come with economic growth. He noted that people at below median incomes have been continuing to see their incomes fall, not rise, which presents a problem if rents continue to rise while incomes stay flat. Green stated, “Until the economic recovery is broader, I have a hard time seeing how it supports housing.”

These points made by Green also address household formation – previously discussed by

“I think we’ve pretty much hit the peak. That doesn’t mean I think prices will fall. I just don’t see how they can go up a whole lot more from here.” — RICHARD GREEN
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the panelists – since rising rents should lead to more doubling up again, which creates an increased vacancy rate and then ultimately falling rents. Specific to the Los Angeles area, Green stated it would be hard to pin down where rents will go in the next couple of years and if one was to run a regression, he stated, “There’s no point from history where you’ve had this kind of rent/income relationship in which you could see what happens to vacancy in the next period.” He added, “The affordability situation is the worst it’s been in the history of Los Angeles because incomes are lower and rents keep rising. So we’re outside the support of the data.”

Eberly broadened Green’s discussion on the limiting effect of affordability when it comes to upward pressure on prices by describing the variability she has seen in data from across the country. She stated, “It’s important to remember that there is no norm. There’s so much variation in both what happened over the crisis and in the recovery as well. Though there are some places that were hit very badly that are recovering pretty impressively, they still have low levels, which I think is important to remember. But you see improvement in prices, improvements in foreclosures, and you see improvements in inventory. So some of those details are pretty good, but the [overall] levels are still a concern.”

The improvements cited by Eberly may ultimately include the ever-critical improvement in household formation, but the issue of affordability remains a pressing concern to an industry still recovering from a punishing recession.

However, in Leamer’s estimation, the market will grow more affordable because there’s still economic growth ahead, albeit not extraordinary growth. Expansion is a key point made by Leamer, as he explained future housing affordability with the following:

“The last two summers, we’ve had these worries about a recession being imminent, and we never thought the economy was positioned to produce a normal downturn, which is houses and automobiles, as [downturns historically have] unusually high levels of production of houses and automobiles. We’re not there. So we think we’ve got another couple of years of this expansion. It’s not going to be GDP growth with fours and fives, but it’ll be twos and threes, and that’ll make things more affordable. People will be able to afford rents more. In addition, the market is going to continue to factor in the incredibly low rate of interest.”

Leamer’s comments on the low interest rate were among the many overarching points on financing made by panelists, including the impact of lending standards and the credit cycle on the housing market now and in the months to come.
B. The Minsky Cycle

Singer and the panelists discussed the lending/credit environment in the aftermath of the recession in the context of its adherence to the Minsky Cycle. The name of the cycle is in reference to the economist Hyman P. Minsky – who taught at Brown University, UC Berkeley, and Washington University – and the cycle essentially reflects Minsky’s views on patterns of financing arrangements spurred by a capitalistic system’s penchant for instability. When it comes to economic crises in capitalistic economies, Minsky utilized his model of the credit cycle as a way to illustrate a hypothesis on boom-and-bust cycles created by inevitable financial instability.

As financial markets reeled from the turmoil of the crisis, Minsky’s somewhat pessimistic prognostications gained prominence due to the way his description of a collapse of asset values reflected the fallout from the subprime mortgage debacle.

The four panelists were in agreement that the country has been experiencing the type of cycle espoused by Minsky. Min framed this particular discussion by posing the right questions the industry must contend with concerning lending and credit, as he stated, “I do think that this fits the classic Minsky Cycle. What we’re seeing right now with the fallout and the stagnancy of the markets is pretty consistent with the sort of post-Minsky moment that he describes. […] On the access to credit, I think that’s another big threat, besides the macroeconomic issues, because to what extent will financing be available? It’s obviously a very tight credit box right now. If that box gets tighter, or if in the conforming sector it gets tighter, how will that impact housing markets going forward? I think these are the threats that we see.”

In reference to the market’s debt overhang and access to financing, Eberly added, “Now we’re seeing the other side of that with slowness in credit formation and a reluctance to broaden out the extension of credit beyond the very highest quality borrowers at this point.”

Leamer explained how the tightness of credit cited by Eberly and Min can be attributed to the Minsky Cycle’s impact on the market’s lending environment and why he thinks the cycle is amplified:

“…"It’s obviously a very tight credit box right now. If that box gets tighter, or if in the conforming sector it gets tighter, how will that impact housing markets going forward? I think these are the threats that we see."” — DAVID MIN

The Wall Street Journal described what has been deemed a “Minsky moment” as follows: “At its core, the Minsky view was straightforward: When times are good, investors take on risk; the longer times stay good, the more risk they take on, until they’ve taken on too much. Eventually, they reach a point where the cash generated by their assets is no longer sufficient to pay off the mountains of debt they took on to acquire them. Losses on such speculative assets prompt lenders to call in their loans. When investors are forced to sell even their less-speculative positions to make good on their loans, markets spiral lower and create a severe demand for cash. At that point, the Minsky moment has arrived.”
“Housing has always had what’s known as a ‘Minsky Cycle.’ So the Minsky Cycle has this feature that early in expansion, you give loans only to the most creditworthy people, the people who can serve the debt and also pay enough to draw down a debt. But then the banking sector loosens it up and says, well, home prices are appreciating, and we don’t have to have lending standards that are so severe. So you don’t have to have enough income to pay down the debt because the house is going to pay for that itself. You just have to have enough income to do the debt service. And then the third phase is the so-called Ponzi scheme or Ponzi phase in which loans are given to people who don’t even have enough income to do the debt service. That’s gone on over and over in the housing market. I think it has to do with a backward-looking attitude toward the banking sector. The banking sector now is looking back at 2008 and thinking another terrible crisis is going to occur. So they still have extremely strict lending standards. If they turned around and realized what was going to happen, I think they would back off on their lending standards very substantially. So I think housing is very much a Minsky Cycle kind of phenomenon. And this is more extreme, way more extreme because of sub-prime markup, particularly. It’s not that subprime didn’t exist before, but the lending standards deteriorated so much that we had an amplified Minsky Cycle. So now [we’re] having a kind of amplified correction.”

Richard Green drew the conversation on the Minsky Cycle to a more specific case: the market in the Los Angeles region. Green commented, “We’ve heard about the Minsky Cycle and people not lending until we’re at the top of it, and we’re still not seeing lending. But I think in terms of prices, in L.A. anyway, we’ve got to be near the top of it now because, if you looked 18 months ago, and you looked at the financial choice between owning and renting in Los Angeles, owning was a very sensible thing to do because rents were very high, interest rates were very low, and prices were, while not affordable by U.S. standards, very inexpensive by the history of California standards. If you do that same calculation today, it’s just not true anymore, particularly if you look at the west side of L.A.”

Green added that another factor further complicated by current lending standards is that people who work as independent contractors and receive 1099 income are facing hurdles at banks when it comes to getting loans because of their lack of a W-2-based salary. In this economy, more people are working as independent contractors in comparison to several years ago, which is a problem for housing because, according to Green, “Even people who are making money can’t get access to credit, even though they have enough money, because of the nature of where their income is coming from.”

Leamer posited that he expects lending standards to weaken as the country experiences the modest economic growth he previously mentioned, and very low interest rates will work in the market’s favor.

As to what those low interest rates will mean in the broader picture of financing, Eberly commented: “The very low interest rates translating into higher asset prices are always going to be dampened by the availability, the access to those low interest rates. So the channel that goes from those low interest rates to prices requires that people can actually borrow at those low rates. Hopefully, as credit availability and access opens up a little bit, as the cycle moves forward, and as there’s more certainty about housing finance and what the housing finance regime will be, that will open up, and we’ll see those low rates better reflected in prices.”

Eberly’s comments on the need for certainty regarding housing finance to improve credit availability led the panelists to move the discussion to a broad examination of the government’s role in housing.
Since the collapse of the housing market, debate has amplified about restructuring the government’s role in supporting mortgage credit, and there remains a great deal of uncertainty about the future of America’s housing finance system. Singer led panelists to consider the ongoing reform efforts in the nation’s capital, and more broadly, the role government should serve in the housing market. Eberly noted that when thinking of the proper role of government, economists tend to ask, “What’s the public interest being served?” Eberly’s emphasis on the public’s interest aptly followed the panelists’ discussion of Minsky, as he was a proponent of the financial system serving the rest of the economy rather than merely feeding off it to the point of destabilization.
Eberly posited that discussions about the public interest often have been limited in scope when examining the government’s role. She stated, “I think economists have a hard time being very specific about the public interest in the housing market. And so we typically end up talking about the government role in the provision of credit, rather than specifically about the role in housing, with the argument being that there are particular groups that tend to have more difficulty accessing credit.”

Eberly added that several arguments can be made in housing’s favor when it comes to government support facilitating the greater good. For example, she pointed to homeownership as a means to support and promote stable communities, and that homeownership can encourage people to build savings.

Arguments over reforming housing finance linger over the question of whether the private sector should have far more prominence in bearing credit risk, as well as whether funding sources for mortgage financing need to be diversified.

Eberly continued the dialogue on the government’s role by acknowledging the conversation involves heated questions, as is evident by the divergent policy proposals coming out of Washington, D.C. Eberly stated, “You really see in Congress very strongly opposing views, ranging from having basically no government support for the housing market, except perhaps the FHA, to the other extreme, where there’s support for a continuing role for the GSEs. So some of the legislation we’ve seen tries to find a bridge between those two very diverse or very different points of view.”

As the American public and its political leaders consider such legislative proposals, Min also tied the conversation back to the public interest by noting that people ultimately need to ask themselves if a consumer-friendly loan is of value, and if the answer is in the affirmative, it follows that without a government backstop, such a loan would not exist, in the estimation of Min.

He went on to say that there is a need for more clarity in discussions about finance reform because the dialogue thus far has done a poor job of differentiating the government’s role with respect to a subsidy versus a backstop. Min commented that when it comes to the GSEs, “It’s a little bit of subsidy, but it’s a lot of backstop. And so I think a lot of the arguments you hear against the government’s role tend to be against subsidy. And those are

“...intermediation—that idea of taking short-term finance and using it to fund those long-term loans. Somebody has to bear a lot of credit risk, a lot of rate risk, and a lot of other types of risk. Typically that’s an intermediary.” — DAVID MIN
classic economic arguments. But I think that less addressed is the role as backstop.”

In examining the history of pre-Depression financing and banking and what has been in place since then, Min commented on how a government role has been necessary to prevent onerous mortgage terms that were around in the pre-New Deal era:

“I don’t know of a housing finance system in an advanced economy in the world that doesn’t rely almost entirely on intermediation—that idea of taking short-term finance and using it to fund those long-term loans. Somebody has to bear a lot of credit risk, a lot of rate risk, and a lot of other types of risk. Typically that’s an intermediary. And again, I think a government role has always been necessary there, or otherwise you see the alternative, which is constantly recurring panics. […] You could expect, at the very least, to see a pretty sharp reduction in liquidity [in the absence of a government role]. […] So to what extent can we expect to see banks, other intermediaries, or other pools of capital take on that extensive amount of rate risk and credit risk in the absence of a government wrap? I think it’s an important question.”

Min also noted that one has to consider who ultimately gets access to finance in the absence of a government role. Facilitating access for borrowers should not necessarily be called a “subsidy,” as Min feels this term is more applicable to tax benefits like the mortgage interest deduction. In his view, requiring that the GSEs make a certain percentage of loans available to borrowers with certain characteristics is perhaps a role that should be characterized differently than the status quo; i.e., as a subsidy.

While Min examined access to finance and the history of finance in the country, personal savings were at the heart of Leamer’s thoughts on the government’s role in housing. In contrast to the previous points made by Eberly on homeownership as a
vehicle for promoting savings, Leamer posited he is reluctant about having the government involved in the housing market in large part because he is deeply concerned about the deficit of savings among the American populace. To be specific, he feels government support is misplaced in housing because it is a poor method to accrue the savings Americans will ultimately need later in life. He commented:

“Whatever appreciation there may be in housing, it seems like it’s pretty quickly turned over into a new Mercedes or something like that. So I’m not so sure housing is the best way to get people to save more. If you could really lock it in [it would be], but that’s a former generation. A generation ago, you would have parties in which you burned your mortgage because your house was all paid off. Those parties are a thing of the past. So I think that housing as a vehicle for creating savings is not the best way to do it. I think heavily subsidized retirement accounts, subsidized by the tax code, would be a good thing. But [basically] people need to be scared – scared to death – and told at the age of 40 how much they need to really accumulate in order to take care of themselves when they’re elderly. It’s an enormous amount of money, and they need to have some financial literacy to help them make wise decisions. So I think housing is
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Case Study

Beyond GSEs: Examples of Successful Housing Finance Models Without Explicit Government Guarantees

This past summer, David Min submitted written testimony to the Committee on Financial Services of the United States House of Representatives in order to share his expertise on banking law and financial regulation. Min’s testimony featured seven key points for legislators to consider as they undertake housing finance reform, and those points are outlined below in the following excerpt:

1. Government Guarantees Are Universal: There are three types of funding instruments that collectively account for almost all of the residential mortgage financing in the developed world: bank deposits, mortgage-backed securities (MBS), and covered bonds. Generally speaking, with only limited exceptions, investors in these instruments enjoy the benefits of either explicit or implicit government guarantees. While the United States is relatively unique in its heavy reliance on government-guaranteed MBS, it is decidedly not unique in its dependence on government guarantees to fund residential mortgages.

2. European Covered Bonds Are Best Thought of as Government-Sponsored Obligations: A corollary of the previous point is that covered bonds also enjoy government backing. Contrary to the claims of some, European covered bonds are not purely private financial instruments, but rather, enjoy a myriad of government guarantees, as well as preferential regulatory and capital treatments that mirror or surpass the benefits provided to Agency obligations in the United States.

3. Government Guarantees Are Prevalent Because They Address Key Market Failures in Housing Finance: Government guarantees are so ubiquitous because they address certain market failures that are inherent in financial intermediation—the use of short-term, illiquid liabilities to fund long-term, illiquid loans—which is necessary to meet the enormous long-term capital requirements that housing entails. In particular, these guarantees ensure liquidity, stability, and affordability in housing finance. In the United States and Denmark, government guarantees also facilitate the wide and affordable availability of the 30-year, fixed-rate, fully self-amortizing mortgage, a product that is pro-consumer and helps to promote financial stability.

4. There Is No Perfect Housing Finance Model: In the aftermath of the problems with the U.S. housing finance system, it is of course tempting to look at other models and assume the grass is greener on the other side. But each of the three major types of housing finance models—deposits, securitization, and covered bonds—experienced major failures in the recent credit crisis. And it is clear that each of these models has its advantages and disadvantages. While the weaknesses of securitization and deposits as funding vehicles are well recognized in the United States, it is important to recognize that covered bonds come with their own problems. The issuance of covered bonds typically
increases the risk to other creditors, including the governmental deposit insurer, and can thus create a moral hazard problem, insofar as covered bond investors have reduced incentives to engage in market discipline. Perhaps most troubling, from a U.S. perspective, is that covered bonds are inherently best suited for very large financial institutions thought to enjoy a government backstop—so-called “Too Big To Fail” banks.

5. The Common Thread in Global Housing Bubbles Was Financial Deregulation: The United States, Spain, and the United Kingdom were perhaps the countries hardest-hit by housing market issues. All three of these countries underwent significant banking sector liberalization in the decades preceding their housing bubbles. At the same time, Canada, which did not have significant financial deregulation but does have an outsized government role in housing finance, did not experience such housing problems. This suggests that financial deregulation is a primary factor in explaining international problems with housing finance.

6. Explicit, Ex Ante Guarantees Are Preferable to Implicit, Ex Post Guarantees: The choice facing policy makers is not whether to adopt a housing finance with explicit guarantees or no guarantees, as the title of this hearing might suggest. Rather, the choice is between explicit, well-defined, ex ante guarantees with buffers against taxpayer loss, or implicit, undefined, ex post guarantees that have no protections for taxpayers. For a number of reasons, I believe that explicit guarantees are preferable as a policy matter.

7. Given U.S. Political Priorities, Improving the Status Quo May Be Preferable to Importing Other Models: Housing finance reform efforts should consider the specific characteristics of our polity. Several are worth noting. First, the U.S. does not have a social safety net as robust as those of most other advanced economies. As such, affordability in housing finance should be a much more important policy priority here than elsewhere. Second, the 30-year, fixed-rate mortgage is both politically popular, and has an extensive track record of proven success in our country. Third, the United States has a long and storied history of populist opposition to big banks, hidden subsidies, and bailouts that has translated into a strong opposition to “Too Big To Fail” banks and the implicit subsidies they enjoy. Collectively, these characteristics point to the conclusion that rather than trying to adopt radical wholesale changes or import European models of housing finance into our country, we should consider fixing the problems with our current model of housing finance. This appears to be the conclusion reached by a growing number of experts and policy leaders on both sides of the aisle, including, most recently, the Bipartisan Policy Center and Sens. Bob Corker and Mark Warner.”


not a good way of stimulating savings. I’m suspicious of it.”

Green was in agreement with Leamer, and as proof, he finds a key statistic troubling:

“If you look at the survey of consumer finances, and you look at people my age from 30 years ago, their mortgage balance was about the same as their average income at that time. If you look at that ratio now, it’s about two-and-a-half to one. So in the late 1980s, you could see it was actually easy for people to have their mortgage paid off before they retired. And that is a big deal, to not have to pay anything more than your property taxes and your utilities when you’re retired. Essentially, it allows you with very little risk to know you’re going to be housed for the rest of your life. But I don’t know how people are going to get there now. Although, again, with a reduction in interest rates, some people have shortened up on their maturities, and that will help a lot … [but] I think the savings argument is nowhere near as powerful as it once was.”
A. The Future of the GSEs

Singer could not discuss housing finance without addressing the future of the GSEs. Consequently, he framed the discussion by posing the following questions to the panelists: “What is the role of the GSEs going forward? The GSEs have played a traditional role, and at the moment their portion of the marketplace with the Federal Housing Administration is extraordinarily high, albeit it’s a marketplace with lots of cash in it. What’s happening in that area? Where is it going, and where should it go? How should we restructure out of this, if at all?”

Addressing these points, Eberly started the discussion by noting that “The FHA and the GSEs together are really playing an outsized role in mortgage finance, so I think there’s a lot of consensus that they should pull back. But along what path and to what end is really the question.”

Eberly began by elucidating the specifics and the major terms that comprise various legislative proposals and policy discussions, such as the Corker-Warner bill, which Eberly described as “getting most of the oxygen right now.” This bill, known as the Housing Finance Reform and American Protection Act, would wind down Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac over a five-year period, but the federal government would still have a backstop role as a last resort if catastrophe strikes. The guarantor under this reformed system would be the newly created Federal Mortgage Insurance Corporation, which would regulate the entire secondary mortgage market and retain a federal guarantee for mortgage securities. In the event of a crisis, private equity would be required to absorb a 10 percent loss of the principal underlying those new mortgage-backed securities.

At the time the bill was announced for consideration, Sen. Bob Corker, R-Tenn, commented, “It lessens the footprint of the federal government in housing and winds down Fannie and Freddie, but at the same time it keeps the housing finance industry in a liquid state.”

Eberly pointed out that this legislative proposal reflects arguments frequently made for a government role in backstopping catastrophic risk, as well as the argument that there should be private capital in front of any government guarantee. In describing the Corker-Warner legislation, Eberly stated the following:

“They’ve tried to thread the needle between those who would like to see a pretty dramatic pullback of the government role and those who would like to see, not only a backstop, but even a subsidy for housing by having the private capital come in ahead of a government guarantee. They’ve explicitly identified a 10 percent level of capital—provided that [it’s] dissipated before any government support. And then explicitly a 2.5 percent government buffer built up, potentially through g-fees, accumulation of guarantee fees, and that there would actually be a fund there rather than sort of an implicit or an explicit government guarantee that doesn’t have funding behind it. So that’s what they’ve put forward, and they’ve actually gotten a pretty high amount of bipartisan support from the Senate Banking Committee.”

In response to a question from Singer about how the private sector first-loss provision would function under this system, Eberly pointed out that it’s important to consider the business model that would support having that amount of capital out in front of a government wrap. She noted
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that, ultimately, the country will have to find a balance between concerns about too much private capital and concerns about either a government role per se or the cost associated with a government role. This is because in her estimation, the country has not performed budgeting well—especially when it comes to assessing potentially large, forward-looking risks and incorporating them into the decision-making process.

As for Green’s perspective on the Corker-Warner bill, he views it as relatively positive, but feels it’s important to consider the impact on race when discussing a future finance system that moves beyond the GSEs. Green pointed out that black Americans have faced incomparable disadvantages in obtaining homeownership—which remains uncorrected—and the issue of access is incredibly important when considering such an intergenerational issue. In discussing racial disadvantages over time, Green stated, “It worries me, when we talk about moving forward beyond the GSEs that I never hear in the conversation the differences in access to credit over many generations, the differences in access to owning property over many generations, and what to do to fix that going forward. And so that’s my principal concern.”

While the panelists primarily discussed the particulars of the Corker-Warner legislation, Min pointed out that also gaining attention is a bill from Rep. Jeb Hensarling, a Texas Republican who leads the House Financial Services Committee. While Hensarling’s bill would also eliminate Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, it would not include U.S. backing for securitized loans and would impose a purely private mortgage finance system. Min analyzed this legislative proposal as follows:

“I’m not sure I see the Hensarling bill as anything more than a poison pill. It’s a pretty effective poison pill. But they know they have no chance of passing it. What it does is unite the House Republicans behind a cause and stymie any hope that the Republicans in the Senate might push something forward. It really pushes out GSE reform at least a year, perhaps till the end of [President] Obama’s term. I know that’s 3.5 years away. But that realistically could happen if the House Republicans and their allies start to really coalesce around this idea of no government involvement. And I think that’s potentially a problem, if you want to scale down the GSE role, because as each day passes by, Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac get more profitable. You’re already starting to see prominent politicians start to say, hey, maybe we shouldn’t get rid of [them]. . . . And I think you’re going to see a growing drumbeat for that.”

The profits of the enterprises cited by Min are apparent in the Federal Housing Finance Agency’s second quarter report for 2013. The report indicates that the second quarter marks the sixth consecutive quarter in which both Enterprises reported positive net income, with combined earnings of $15.1 billion.

Eberly commented, “Given how profitable Fannie and Freddie are [it’s interesting] that the private capital is not moving in to compete for what seems to be a profitable portfolio,” which set up the panelists’ discussion on the entrance of private capital into the market.
B. Private Capital

In early August, President Obama made a major speech in the state of Arizona to announce a renewed effort to reform the country’s housing finance system, and among the president’s comments was the statement that “private capital should take a bigger role in the mortgage market” as a key principle to drive reform. Thus, potential changes to the GSE business model could feature a greater reliance on private label residential mortgage-backed securities (RMBS) to meet the needs of the mortgage market. The particulars of private capital in this financial and political environment expounded upon the panelists’ prior discussion of the government’s future role and whether it may ultimately have a smaller footprint.

Singer asked the panelists to consider how to attract private capital back to the RMBS market, and how exactly private capital could assume an increasing role in financing homeownership. After all, there is a difference between private capital serving a larger share of the market versus private capital simply placed ahead of a GSE-type MBS. As a starting point, Singer pointed out that consideration is necessary to determine how the market would handle the 10 percent first-loss provision that has characterized discussions about private capital in housing finance reform, such as the Corker-Warner bill.

Eberly remarked that focusing on the transition to private capital in particular is important to consider, as she commented, “If you see it going toward more private capital in front of the government guarantee, then you want to think about how we get there. So how do we get from a point where there’s very little private capital to a point where people seem to think that the market will move in. But along what path?”

Source: Bipartisan Policy Center
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She further contextualized the effect of private capital by noting that conforming loan limits are an important factor “because right now the government is in very large mortgages, relative to what it had been historically. An advantage of taking the path of lowering those conforming loan limits is that the government doesn’t get adversely selected when the private capital comes in because what you worry about, if you do it through prices, is that the borrowers who can’t get private capital will stay with the government. So then the government’s guarantee portfolio ends up being the riskier loans.”

Conforming loan limits cited by Eberly refer to legal restrictions imposed on Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac regarding the purchase of single-family mortgages with origination balances below a specific amount, known as the “conforming loan limit.” Jumbo loans are above this limit.

While Eberly posited that price and conforming loan limits are avenues to test the willingness of private capital to move into the market, Singer suggested it would be difficult to bring private capital back without a government guarantee, based on his knowledge of investors like PIMCO and experience on a recent trip to Germany. Singer stated, “I spent last summer in Germany, where I studied as a graduate student. And a couple of friends were actually German community bankers. And I talked to one who was badly burned by Wall Street MBS. And his comment was, ‘My children’s children will not see a Germany community banker buy a non-government-guaranteed U.S. security again.’”

Leamer pointed to ratings agencies as the main culprits for the belief espoused by Singer’s German example, as Leamer said ratings agencies should be assigned far more of the blame than the GSEs for the downturn of 2008 and the aftermath. Leamer added that the other culprit is “the [Alan] Greenspan Fed, which was asleep in a regulatory sense, but also completely asleep in the sense of interest rate-setting. So the teaser rates really came from the Fed. They could have prevented real excesses—had they been more alert and more aware of the problems that were being created. [While] I’m not a big favorer of subsidies coming out of my taxpayer dollars for Fannie and Freddie, I don’t think that they are major contributors to the crisis that we had in 2008.”

While Leamer chose to comment on ratings agencies, and Singer’s comments concerned structured finance, Green pointed out that ratings agencies wouldn’t be needed if we didn’t have structured finance. Green stated that he still believes “just plain vanilla mortgage-backed securities are a terrific instrument because
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conforming/Fannie Mae &amp; Freddie Mac</td>
<td>43.4</td>
<td>38.6</td>
<td>37.9</td>
<td>32.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FHA/VA</td>
<td>12.7</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jumbo/private label</td>
<td>23.1</td>
<td>25.4</td>
<td>29.5</td>
<td>48.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARMs held in portfolio</td>
<td>20.8</td>
<td>25.4</td>
<td>23.8</td>
<td>17.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Bipartisan Policy Center tabulations of data from Inside Mortgage Finance, “Mortgage Originations by Product”
they allow capital markets to fund people’s homes,” but adding to Leamer’s points on ratings agencies, Green stated: “The level of precision that they pretended [to have] to be able to rate these [securities] was comical, if it weren’t so tragic. These securities are too complicated to do a decent job rating them. I don’t think anyone has sufficient information to do it well. […] And so I’m going to suggest as a regulatory feature that you limit the amount of structuring you can do from the underlying securities.”

Min added to the conversation on ratings agencies by noting that they solved an information asymmetry problem—a problem that has impacted the ability of pass-throughs to reach a broad-scale audience. The “pass-through rate” refers to a rate on a securitized asset pool “passed-through” to investors once management fees and guarantee fees have been paid to the securitizing corporation. Without the “broad-scale audience” cited by Min, he tied the conversation back to private capital by questioning who would buy all these AAA-rated private-label securities (PLS) without structured finance.

Min went on to ask, “How do you have a private-label securitization market that is more than a tiny fragment of the market?” He pointed out that currently, the credit characteristics of the few private label deals that have happened post-crisis reflect incredibly high FICO numbers and are “pristine borrowers across the board.” Case in point: The average credit score on loans to purchase homes this year is over 750, which is 50 points higher than the average credit score, and 50 points higher than the average among those who took loans for home purchases a decade ago, before the housing bubble.

Min added, “We’re talking about private capital, not just ahead of GSE-type MBS, but private capital taking a significant portion of the market. I don’t know that you get there with pass-throughs without a wrap because if I’m an investor living in Thailand or even in California, why do I buy North Carolina mortgages, for example, without demanding a pretty high rate of return, not knowing the sort of credit risk associated with those?”

Leamer responded to Min’s question by noting that it is a matter of transparency and that investors simply need a better idea of what they’re buying. Leamer stated the following:

“Markets aren’t perfect, but they’re self-correcting. So the idea that you’re going to have all these totally nontransparent securitized products that have a lot of junk built into them that the investors had no knowledge of, that’s part of the past. And I think you’re going to see the securitization market reinvigorated. Even our German friends are going to end up investing in them because they’re going to realize that it’s a different day and age. We’re going to have appropriate credit spreads, depending on what the risks are.”
Singer agreed with Leamer but noted that the lessons of the crisis have been far too slowly learned and that developing a transparent platform is easier said than done, commenting, “Transparency’s always the answer. Light inoculates everything, right? But we’re a long way away.”

Green pointed out that a key way to encourage transparency is standardization, and an important contribution of Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac is their development of a standardized platform, as consumers fill out the same form and there is clear documentation that underpins the numbers in that form. Eberly continued the discussion on transparency and standardization with the following comments:

“We all favor transparency, but actually implementing it can be very hard. One of the things that I think even the most ardent wind-down GSE proponents want to preserve is the platform. And there’s work going on now to regularize or to harmonize the Fannie/Freddie platform and then to have that available in a post-GSE environment. And Corker-Warner and others have that in their legislation, recognizing that standardization is really important for a large and liquid secondary market.”

In the context of a discussion on private capital, Singer transitioned the conversation to what the future of the 30-year mortgage will be—especially if private capital ultimately assumes an increased role in financing homeownership. In response, Green noted that he would have to make a political and not an economic argument because he believes the political pressure would be too strong to bring back a 30-year mortgage if it were to go away. He commented, “I don’t think politically it’s going to be feasible to get rid of this. And voters matter.” Thus, Green expects to see a 30-year, fixed-rate, pre-payable mortgage in the future. Eberly’s perspective reflected on the long history of the 30-year mortgage and the conventional wisdom that has been shaped over the years around that particular product:

“The 30-year, fixed-rate question is a really important one because the proponents of a purely private market are most worried about the ability of the market to support 30 years of credit risk. So one of the main arguments for a government backstop of some sort is to provide that product for consumers. We have decades of history with the 30-year, fixed-rate mortgage, and just looking at the premium between a conventional mortgage and an unconventional mortgage doesn’t capture the fact that the unconventional mortgage is still priced off a huge liquid market for a conventional mortgage. You can try to model it, and you can try to look at other countries and say what would it be like if we didn’t have the thousand-pound gorilla already there, [but] we really don’t know from a market point of view.”

In Leamer’s view, it would be very difficult to guess the shape of the mortgage market in the distant future, but five years from now, he expects the country to have a totally different mentality and the 2008–2009 downturn to be forgotten, including all the concern about creditworthiness.

Leamer also chose to focus on younger Americans when examining the future of mortgages.
and homeownership, as he commented, “[They will be] less interested in 30-year mortgages because they’re going to stay in their location for just a short period of time. And my guess is they’re going to be renting a lot more when you control for age […] you’re going to see a lot more renters than you did 20 years ago.”

Finally, Min said he expects the future of mortgages and homeownership to be determined by what the government does macro-economically in terms of industrial policy and housing finance reform, adding that housing finance is equally important for rentals as it is for homeownership.
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**Case Study**

**Remarks by President Obama on Finance Reform**

*August 2013*

*Desert Vista High School*

*Phoenix, Arizona*

Corroborating renewed efforts for mortgage finance reform, President Obama gave a high-profile speech in Arizona about responsible homeownership and his vision for implementing reform, including an increase in private capital. The president outlined four core principles that he believes should characterize finance reform to prevent the occurrence of another crisis. An excerpt of his speech describing these principles is below:

“First, private capital should take a bigger role in the mortgage market. I know that sounds confusing to folks who call me a socialist—I think I saw some posters there on the way in. I actually believe in the free market. […] But in the same way that what we did with health care was to set up clear rules for insurance companies to protect consumers, make it more affordable, but still built on the private marketplace, I believe that our housing system should operate where there’s a limited government role and private lending should be the backbone of the housing market. And that includes, by the way, community-based lenders who view their borrowers not as a number, but as a neighbor. So that’s one principle.

A second principle is we can’t leave taxpayers on the hook for irresponsibility or bad decisions by some of these lenders or Fannie Mae or Freddie Mac. We’ve got to encourage the pursuit of profit, but the era of expecting a bailout after you pursue your profit and you don’t manage your risk well—well, that puts the whole country at risk. And we’re ending those days. We’re not going to do that anymore.

The third principle is we should preserve access to safe and simple mortgage products like the 30-year, fixed-rate mortgage. That’s something families should be able to rely on when they’re making the most important purchase of their lives.

Number four, we’ve got to keep housing affordable for first-time homebuyers—like all these young people. When they’re ready to buy a house, we’ve got to make sure it’s affordable. Families who are working to climb their way into the middle class, we’ve got to do what we can to make housing affordable. And that means we’ve got to strengthen the FHA so it gives today’s families the same kind of chance it gave my grandparents to buy a home, and it preserves those rungs on the ladder of opportunity.”
The panelists extended their discussion on the availability of financing when Singer asked for their views on the state of the regulatory environment; after all, a regulatory framework that fails to adequately support financing for the housing sector can diminish access to credit for a sizeable share of the population—thereby potentially resulting in a lower number of mortgage applications, and in the process, consequences for the housing market and the broader U.S. economy. The panelists previously discussed constrained levels of lending, and Singer questioned whether the lack of clarity around the current regulatory and political environment is to blame for dampening the recovery, as he sought greater understanding from the panelists about the appropriate balance between risk management and access to credit. There was consensus among the panelists that lenders remain concerned, and in Min’s estimation, many are “overwhelmed by the spate of new regulation, but don’t actually know what it consists of.”
To contextualize the panelists’ discussion on a topic that remains contentious and fraught with misunderstanding, it’s worth remembering the findings of the Financial Crisis Inquiry Commission from 2011, as they remain relevant today concerning the impact of regulatory authority on the market, or, better put, the lack thereof. The commission was created to “examine the causes of the financial and economic crisis,” and it documented a systemic breakdown in regulations in a hefty document more than 600 pages long. An excerpt of the report’s conclusions regarding regulation reads as follows:

“We conclude widespread failures in financial regulation and supervision proved devastating to the stability of the nation’s financial markets. The sentries were not at their posts, in no small part due to the widely accepted faith in the self-correcting nature of the markets and the ability of financial institutions to effectively police themselves. More than 30 years of deregulation and reliance on self-regulation by financial institutions, supported by successive administrations and Congresses, and actively pushed by the powerful financial industry at every turn, had stripped away key safeguards, which could have helped avoid catastrophe. This approach had opened up gaps in oversight of critical areas with trillions of dollars at risk, such as the shadow banking system and over-the-counter derivatives markets. In addition, the government permitted financial firms to pick their preferred regulators in what became a race to the weakest supervisor. Yet we do not accept the view that regulators lacked the power to protect the financial system. They had ample power in many arenas and they chose not to use it. [For example,] policy makers and regulators could have stopped the runaway mortgage securitization train. They did not. In case after case after case, regulators continued to rate the institutions they oversaw as safe and sound even in the face of mounting troubles, often downgrading them just before their collapse. And where regulators lacked authority, they could have sought it. Too often, they lacked the political will—in a political and ideological environment that constrained it—as well as the fortitude to critically challenge the institutions and the entire system they were entrusted to oversee.”

The lack of regulatory competence before the crisis identified by the commission and the ensuing corrective measures fittingly frame Singer’s additional line of questioning, since he also asked panelists to consider whether enough regulations have been imposed to address the errors that fomented the financial crisis. Min responded by noting, “The question isn’t whether we have done enough because I think right now the sort of natural procyclical behavior of the market is still in effect. So we’re not going to see the sort of reckless behavior for at least another five years. The question is in five years will we have done enough?”

Learner – as mentioned previously – had already posited that he expects the lessons of the crisis to be forgotten in five years, but he added that it’s important to focus on timing with respect to regulation, such as the country’s position in the Minsky Cycle that the panelists formerly discussed.

While both Learner and Min touched on the next five years following 2013, in the five years since the crisis, banks have faced stronger capitalization rules and pressure to maintain buffers against losses, but analysis from Bloomberg News reveals that the six biggest U.S. banks have only gotten bigger since 2007, which perhaps has added to fears that regulators will be unable to prevent another crisis because the financial system remains “too leveraged, complicated and interconnected.”

Min added that to some degree he is still waiting for the “next big shoe to drop” because he expects banks to seek ways to maintain their yield through some type of new structured product...
that will require scrutiny. He also pointed to public hostility toward banks as a factor to consider when discussing regulation because “the political trends make it very hard to lean against the wind,” which is an economic term that refers to countercyclical monetary policy. Eberly expounded upon Min’s comments on political considerations by noting that his point refers to a question of macro-prudential lending, and a key issue is addressing its implementation. Eberly commented as follows:

“Trying to do [macro-prudential regulation] in an ad hoc way brings up all of these political considerations because it’s a judgment call, and if it’s a judgment call, then what forces affect your judgment is a hard problem. And so in trying to regularize regulation in a cyclical way, then what cyclical measures do you put in? Suppose you put in loan-to-value ratio, or you put in payment affordability measures, then how exactly would you want loan terms to respond to that? Actually implementing this in practice turns out to be very difficult. In principle, being counter-leaning against the wind and bringing in these macro considerations makes sense, the implementation, if you try to mechanize it, what elasticity do you use? We can try to estimate it, but we in our humility know that there are standard errors around those estimates. Then you say, well, like in other kinds of policy we want to allow judgment to bring in lots of different factors and what’s idiosyncratic to that particular time period. Then all of the other pressures on policy come in. So it’s been a difficult discussion.”

Green added to Eberly’s comments on macro-prudential lending by citing an international example of two Asian countries that do try to “lean against the wind” with regulation, specifically Korea and Singapore. He noted these countries use two simple tools: Loan-to-value ratio, and payment-to-income ratio. Green stated that if the market’s getting too strong, and a little bit bubbly, they drop the maximum loan-to-value ratio and drop the payment-to-income ratio, and if subsequently, prices are flat or decrease for a quarter or two, they raise it. He added, “That’s the macro-prudential tool that they use. It’s a very simple one, and it seems to have kept them out of trouble. But again, I think they’ve moved up and down maybe twice. So I don’t know how much you can infer from that, and I don’t know whether they have a policy rule that if prices do this, then the LTV does that. But in practice that seems to be what they’re up to.”

Eberly enlarged the panelists’ discussion by concluding society has systematically gotten risk wrong because it is misguided to “look for something that’s absolutely safe, when we know there really is no such thing.” She added, “Evaluating and managing risk is very hard—from the simplest homeowner making what will likely be the biggest investment of their life to sophisticated investors who have a portfolio of billions of dollars.” She added that those who did have an understanding of the risk failed to manage it.

Perhaps a prime example of a failure to manage risk, as referred to by Eberly, is the nonbank mortgage lenders that comprised the shadow banking industry, as they were greatly involved in borrowing and lending, but their financial activity faced little in the way of regulation—despite being an important part of the regulatory picture leading up to the crisis.
Min addressed this point with the following comment: “I actually think that the rules we had in place, to a large degree, worked. The problem was that the locus of intermediation shifted from traditional banks and the GSEs to a new set of institutions, where the traditional capital and leverage rules we had in place weren’t really in [operation]. […] There’s a case for strengthening and putting in countercyclical prudential tools. But I think to some degree it’s really just about extending the regulatory umbrella out to the so-called shadow banking system.”

The effect of this, in Min’s view, is that the investment banks and the conduits weren’t capitalized, and so they weren’t holding capital, and the system didn’t have the same prudential rules in place as for traditional banks and, to a lesser degree, for Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac.

Next the panelists discussed the Taylor Rule, which is less explicitly related to bank regulation but concerns monetary-policy guidance for the Federal Reserve; specifically, changes to the nominal interest rate in response to changes in economic conditions, such as inflation or output. The rule was devised by Stanford economist John Taylor.

Leamer in particular posited that he is an advocate for the Taylor Rule because it has the interest-rate-setting as a function of inflation and what is called an “output gap,” which has to do with determining the appropriate level of output for the economy. In Leamer’s aforementioned working paper, “Housing IS the Business Cycle,” he writes the following of the rule: “What I am advocating is a modified Taylor Rule that depends on a long-term measure of inflation having little to do with the phase in the cycle, and, in place of Taylor’s output gap, housing starts and the change in housing starts, which together form the best forward-looking indicator of the cycle of which I am aware. This would create pre-emptive anti-inflation policy in the middle of the expansions when housing is not so sensitive to interest rates, making it less likely that anti-inflation policies would be needed near the ends of expansions when housing is very interest rate sensitive, thus making our recessions less frequent and/or less severe.”

On the topic of housing starts and output, as described by Leamer under the Taylor Rule, he tied it back to current conditions by adding, “Right now we have incredibly low housing. And it’s getting way below where it ought to be. So we ought to encourage the banks to do more lending.”

Leamer’s emphasis on the need for more lending was symptomatic of the panelists’ expansive conversation on the continued recovery of the U.S. housing market, as well as the recovery of the broader economy. The momentum of a broad-based recovery likely will be deterred by uncertainties about the direction of rules and reforms, not to mention the constriction of credit—much to the detriment of long-term economic growth in a country that sorely needs a sustained comeback.

“I actually think that the rules we had in place, to a large degree, worked. The problem was that the locus of intermediation shifted from traditional banks and the GSEs to a new set of institutions, where the traditional capital and leverage rules we had in place weren’t really in [operation].” — DAVID MIN

“I actually think that the rules we had in place, to a large degree, worked. The problem was that the locus of intermediation shifted from traditional banks and the GSEs to a new set of institutions, where the traditional capital and leverage rules we had in place weren’t really in [operation].” — DAVID MIN
The lessons of the financial crisis and the questions that remain in its aftermath require clear-eyed answers, not to mention expertise about the choices that lie ahead. C.A.R. could not have asked for a better group of panelists to address the most pressing issues facing the housing sector in relation to America’s financial structure, economic conditions, reform measures, and regulatory environment.

Adding clarity to these issues – among others – is a focal point of C.A.R.’s new Thought Leadership program, as we pursue dialogues, such as this roundtable, to shed light on the challenges and opportunities that will shape housing’s future.


